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Get the Kindle version FREE when you purchase the hard copy version here on ! To access your

free ebook after your purchase of the hard copy, just log in to  and head to

https://www..com/gp/digital/ep-landing-page. Thanks! (Please Note: The free ebook offer is currently

only available in the US.)  The Kindle formatting issue mentioned in some reviews has been fixed.

Thanks for your patience! : )  The CCNP SWITCH 300-115 exam is the first hurdle between you and

the CCNP, and my study guide is guaranteed to help you pass this exam AND be prepared to work

with Cisco switches in real-world environments!  This exam demands mastery of complex topics

from advanced STP configuration to switch security, from multilayer switching to multicasting, and

everything in between!  I'm going to help you master these topics and earn your CCNP with my

crystal-clear, BS-free CCNP SWITCH 300-115 Study Guide -- now available in hard copy for the

first time!  This study guide is absolutely packed with configurations and screen shots from REAL

Cisco switches, and many of the examples and labs in this book come from real-world situations

that I and other network admins have faced personally.  My study guides have helped CCNP

candidates earn their certifications for over 10 years - and now I'm ready to do the same for you. 

Let's hear from just a few of my thousands of happy students!  "Your program is by far the best in

the industry in terms of price, quality, and scope of the information. It's a great value and I

appreciate the time and thought you put into the CCNP products. Very nicely done indeed."  --

Jason Neumann, CCNP  "Thanks for all your help and support in my Cisco journey. I would not be a

network engineer working for a Cisco Gold Partner without your instruction."  -- Ken Gander, CCNP 

"One thing I wanted to note was your style of writing. I really was receptive to this style and think

more people could learn from this method. The fact that you carefully placed small doses of

positivity within the technical writing was really encouraging!"  -- Nick Algood, CCNP  " I just wanted

to write and say thanks again for all the great study materials that you provide. Just last week I

earned my CCNP. I used your stuff exclusively to study for every Cisco exam that I've taken and I

think they are by far the best training materials available for anyone looking to become Cisco

certified."  -- Bill Phillips, CCNP  With my clear, comprehensive, straight-to-the-point illustrated

lectures, and plenty of labs - all performed on REAL Cisco switches - you'll be better prepared for

the CCNP SWITCH exam than you ever thought possible.  I'm ready and waiting to help you master

the CCNP SWITCH exam...  ... and I absolutely guarantee this book is the best money you'll ever

spend on any CCNP SWITCH exam preparation.  (Especially when you consider a retake costs

hundreds of dollars.)  Thanks for making The Bryant Advantage part of your CCNP success story! 

Let's get started!  Chris Bryant  CCIE #12933  "The Computer Certification Bulldog"
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I was having trouble reading it on my devices because there were 2 pages squeezed onto each

page side-by-side which made the print appear more than twice as small as standard, and was

nearly impossible to read on my mobile devices without excessive zooming and scrolling. Well the

book has recently been reformatted and is much better. Now that I am able to read it, I am finding it

to be interesting, relevant, concise, well organized, and well written. Chris has provided good

examples which really help the reader understand the concepts, and he has a great way of

simplifying the denser content of the Cisco books and extracting the most important points to focus

on for the exam. Thanks for such an "on target" book, and I'm updating my review as promised.

I've been a CCNP R&S and CCNP Security for a few years now, having used TBA for my R&S. I

purchased this book to keep current with the latest exam changes, and I must say I find it much

better than Cisco documentation. Hopefully CCNP ROUTE will follow, and I'm sure I'll grab it as

well.

Excellent book...Everything was written in plain words..Better than the Cisco books that are WAAAY

complicated..The only issue is that it doesn't have an index neither a summary to look for an specific

information, but so far is the best CCNP Switch book I've seen...Easy to understand, cutting to the

chase, straight forward information..No nonsense technical issue without a very simple



explanation,,Well done..

Hi,I purchased it on the UK  site and while content is great as always with Chris efforts, the decision

to display 2 pages on the screen of the electronic device without any means of changing the display

setting is a strange one basically making it unreadable on anything smaller that full size tablet.There

is a workaround though: just convert to PDF format and use freeware like "A-PDF Page Cut" to split

pages vertically.The document will have a split first page and watermark on the first page plus the

size will treble, but it will display as single page on the screen of my 8" table making it readable

without printing.Edit: I just noticed that Chris replied to original review complaining about the format

and promised that new, "single page" version of the book will be available in February.I am not sure

whether this happened already, but I think that those of us who purchased the book in the previous

format, should be able to download amended version free of charge.

I love Chris Bryant and his material but this format is just not good. I am reading the book on Kindle

for PC. It shows 2 pages at a time squeezed onto the screen. I don't see a way to make it a single

page. The print is kind of small and actual CLI commands in the book are faint. I have a 22 inch

monitor and still struggle to read this at times. You can make the print larger but then you have to

scroll up and down and sideways to read everything. I am a tech guy and don't like paper but I

almost wish I had ordered the hard copy.

Chris is a great teacher, i like the way he presents the content, which is ready good. My only

problem with it is the side-by-side 2 page display, I have to turn my tablet sideways to read it, makes

for shorter pages and not as easy to read.Update - 21 April 16Just downloaded the new version and

I like the formatting. If the content is the same I know it will be great.BTW Chris, it's a Dell Venue 10

running Android.

As always, Chris provides good stuff that is easy to follow and in my mind blows CBT Nuggets

away. His stuff is even above Ken Wallace that does the Cisco sponsored videos. Find Chris's

300-115 video course and you will have what it takes to pass the exam the first time.

Very Good read. I like the fact that he got straight to the point cutting off all of the extra bs you get

from reading Cisco books. Really entertaining book, I'm planning on take the exam around the end

of June. I would give the Book Five Stars but feel that he used to much abbreviations where



sometimes I don't know what he's talking about, but other than that this is a excellent book.
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